
Alethia Archenksova
(Phonetic: ah-LEE-thee-ah ar-CHENK-soh-vuh)
Councilor of Urr (since 36 ABY)

Alethia Archenksova took a dominant role in
the new wave of Odanite leaders who rose to
prominence during the Lotus War, taking
Odan-Urr in a more militarized direction.
After leaving the office of High Councillor in
37 ABY, her influence waned somewhat as
Force-users came back into the fore.

Background and Training

Archenksova appears to have received
extensive training from the Imperial Security
Bureau, supplemented by Odan-Urr and years
of conflict with the Sith and Collective. She
has basic competence with blasters and has
trained as a pilot. Her most extensive training
is in close-quarters combat, unarmed or with
a bladed weapon, likely because these
situations present her with the least chance of
avoiding personal combat. Her bladed
weapon training focuses on lightsaber
combat. Although she is unlikely to be a threat
to a properly-trained Force-user, she is far
from harmless with the weapon. Archenksova
has a well-established reputation for grace
and agility. Additionally, her personal
willpower and her experience with mental
manipulation through the Force likely renders
her unusually resistant to such attempts.

Minions and Misdirection

Despite her training and personal capabilities,
Archenksova has repeatedly criticized peers
in command positions for personally
endangering themselves in combat and is

unlikely to be encountered without a
significant guard. Given her relative
insignificance in the current Odanite
hierarchy, this guard is likely to consist of
combat droids and her personal supporters.
She has a well-deserved reputation for
cunning and trickery, and will likely attempt
to bluff her way out of unfavorable situations
or lure our forces into traps. She has
successfully used false surrenders as a tactic
of war against the Collective; we recommend
killing her on sight rather than attempting to
subdue or capture her.

Power and Control

Although Archenksova has been out of power
for several years, her reputation as an
effective wartime leader remains intact. In the
absence of Revak Kur and Aurora Ta’var, she
will very likely attempt to rally Odanite forces
under her direct authority, bypassing the
leaders of the Guardian Corps and Consular
Conclave. She is unlikely to be baited into
launching a coup for personal advancement,
however. She maintains extensive personal
contacts with Arcona and the Severian
Principate. If she judges Odan-Urr has fallen,
she will likely retreat to one or both of those
powers to organize a counterattack unless
eliminated. Although neither power is likely
to be a significant threat after this operation,
Archenksova has extensive experience
running a guerilla resistance movement and
would likely remain a nuisance for years if
allowed to escape.


